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              Equipment and Hire
Standout tech for lasting success
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                            We hold one of the largest inventories of technical kit in Europe, and we have teams of technicians at the top of their game to advise on, deliver, and operate all the equipment you need for your project.



SLX is a preferred rental partner of ETC and a provider of their ETC Rent service.
                        

                    

                                

                        
            
        

    
    
  
      
              
          
            
              
                

                  Lighting                  
                    

    






            
              
                
                  
                    We own a huge range of lighting products, all stored in our purpose-built warehouse in a clean and dust-free environment. Our skilled technician teams are trained to the highest standard by our manufacturers to maintain and operate every piece of equipment.

                  

                

              

            

          

        
                
          
            
              
                

                  Video                  
                    

    




            
              
                
                  
                    We cover every aspect of video production for your event, from filming and producing to projecting. Our teams have access to a wide range of video equipment and the knowledge to produce standout videography for any event or production.
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                    We are able to cater to events of every scale with our top of the range audio equipment. Whether you’re holding a small conference or a large-scale, live stage production, we can provide effective audio solutions every time.

                  

                

              

            

          

        
                
          
            
              
                

                  Rigging                  
                    

    




            
              
                
                  
                    Safety is our priority with our rigging. We maintain all of our hoists and trust rigging to the highest standard with our LOLER registered engineers, so you feel confident in the knowledge that your staff will be safe throughout all of your events and productions.

                  

                

              

            

          

        
                
          
            
              
                

                  Staging                  
                    

    




            
              
                
                  
                    No matter the event, our experienced production managers will come up with creative solutions for your staging requirements.
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                    We have a near endless supply of cable and distribution suitable for every event – indoors or outdoors. We’re also here to install and facilitate your event, and with a host of uniquely challenging productions under our belt, there’s no solution we can’t find to power your needs.

                  

                

              

            

          

        
            
    

    
        
            
            
                                    
                        
                            
                        

                    

                                

                        
            
        

    
      
          
        Our latest equipment
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                AYRTON Karif LT

                The AYRTON Karif LT is a machine with phenomenal powers capable of delivering stunning visual effects. An ultra-compact 300 W beam-spot luminaire. To achieve an ultra-intense beam with an LED source, AYRTON uses an entirely new miniaturised high-efficiency low-etendue compact LED module. Calibrated at 8000 K, it can generate powerful metallic white light and deep, vivid colours.
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                AYRTON Eurus

                Another fully spec’d Ayrton instrument loved by some of the best designers around. The Diablo’s big brother with magnificent capability.

Quiet, Full Framing, CMY Colour mix & colour wheel, variable CTO, rotating gobos, animation wheel, Prism, 1:11 zoom range 4°-50°, 32,000 lumen output high CRI, 33kg.
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                MAC Aura XIP

                The new MAC Aura XIP is a powerfully versatile workhorse with the cleanest wash field in its class. Perfect for a wide range of concert and touring productions, MAC Aura XIP is equipped with a smart, outdoor design for festivals and events, while still being quiet and lightweight enough for theatre, television, corporate events and more.

Ultra-quiet cooling system, 6,000 lumens RGBW light output, RGBW colour mixing with very bright and vibrant saturated colours, as well as soft pastels and white tones. Calibrated CTC control: 1,000 – 12,850 K. 8.95 kg
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                ARYTON Diablo

                Compact & lightweight unit that punches above its weight. With Ayrton’s reliable manufacturing this units gives great light output efficiency. Highly rated, a popular wee devil.

Quiet, Full Framing, CMY Colour mix & colour wheel, variable CTO, rotating gobos, animation wheel, Prism, 1:5 zoom range 7°-53°, 19,000 lumen output high CRI, 22kg.
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                ETC – FOS4

                Doing a photoshoot, filming the next smash hit show or simply catching Vox pops you will love this unit. With the legendary ETC light quality and colour range coupled with a range of inbuilt and programmable effects this unit gives you a huge range of options in an easy to set up unit.

Tuneable white or full colour Lustr X8 arrays. Various sizes with Wireless capability. Up to 60,000 lumen, lightweight.
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                AYRTON Cobra

                COBRA pushes all the limits when it comes to beam definition, with native contrast never before achieved by a digital light source, an incredible beam angle of 0.6°, and an extreme range of focus which permits the beam shape to be adjusted according to the operating distance XT-Focus™. Fitted with a 170 mm frontal lens, the proprietary optical system uses 13 lenses, producing an unprecedented 38x zoom ratio and a zoom range of 0.6° to 23°. COBRA adopts a particularly minimalist style, extremely well-balanced due to the luminaire’s simplified waterproofing, and the continuous rotation of the pan and tilt movement, multiplying the possibilities for creating complex effects I.R.S.™ and making this luminaire a universal tool capable of meeting any challenge in all conditions.
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                Cameo ZENIT W600

                Equipped with a total of forty 15 W RGBW LEDs for a massive 21,000 lm output, the Cameo ZENIT® W600 is a powerful IP65 rated wash light for demanding outdoor applications. For maximum versatility, the ZENIT W600 sports Cameo’s innovative SnapMag® technology. It allows you to add filter frames in less than a second without the need for tools or dismantling. Featuring advanced 16-bit technology for high-resolution colour mixing and dimming and an 18° beam spread, the ZENIT® W600 projects hugely intense, uniform washes. With colour temperature and individual LED colour correction, four selectable dimming curves and fully adjustable halogen lamp-like dimming response.
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                AYRTON Mistral

                A versatile, fully equipped 300 W spot luminaire in the same ultra-compact format. Its new 13-lens proprietary optical system delivers a 8:1 zoom ratio with a zoom range of 6.7° to 53°. The optics, equipped with a 119 mm frontal lens, can achieve an extremely uniform flat beam that can render images perfectly in all conditions and at any beam angle. It is equipped with a new LED module, delivering powerful metallic white light with record-breaking output of 18,000 lumens and a colour temperature of 7000 K.
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                AYRTON Perseo Profile

                Equipped with a new 500 W ultra-compact monochromatic LED source calibrated at 8000 K, it can deliver metallic white light with an output of 27,400 lumens. Ayrton has specifically developed the optics in PERSEO PROFILE to achieve an optimal resolution-to-performance-to-efficiency ratio.  The optics produce a highly uniform flat beam with no hot spot, achieving a perfect colour mix regardless of the colour combination selected. Fitted with a 148 mm frontal lens, this proprietary system has 13 lenses, delivering an 8:1 zoom ratio and a zoom range of 7° to 58°.

              

            

          

        

            

      
  
    

    
      
  
    
      Featured case study

      Aerospace Bristol

      Delivering high-class staging for esteemed awards ceremony

    

  


  
    
      Featured case study

      Heritage Steam Train Winter Illuminations

      Crafting steam train winter wonderlands

    

  

    

      
  
  

  
    Get in touch
If you're interested in learning more about our latest equipment or what else we can offer, feel free to contact us.


      
        Contact Us
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              Contact Us

              We can’t wait to hear what you’ve got planned. 

Get in touch with one of our team. 
                
                                      0330 551 9696

                                        hello@slx.co.uk

                                    

                            
            
              Follow Us

              
        Facebook
            Instagram
            LinkedIn
      
            
          

          
            
              Latest Stories

                              	Our Latest Work Experience Collaboration with Babbasa: Meet Alina
	Into The Woods at Redgrave Theatre expertly lit by Nancy Strahan from Lighting Programme Cohort 23/24.
	Introducing The Lighting Programme Class of 2023/24
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                	The Lighting Programme
	Privacy Policy
	Terms and Conditions
	Accessibility
	Health and Safety
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